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Abstract
Social networking services (SNSs) such as Facebook or Twitter have experienced an explosive
growth during the few past years. Millions of users have created their profiles on these services
because they experience great benefits in terms of friendship. SNSs can help people to maintain
their friendships, organize their social lives, start new friendships, or meet others that share
their hobbies and interests. However, all these benefits can be eclipsed by the privacy hazards
that affect people in SNSs. People expose intimate information of their lives on SNSs, and
this information affects the way others think about them. It is crucial that users be able to
control how their information is distributed through the SNSs and decide who can access it.
This paper presents a list of privacy threats that can affect SNS users, and what requirements
privacy mechanisms should fulfill to prevent this threats. Then, we review current approaches
and analyze to what extent they cover the requirements.
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Introduction

The advent of the Web 2.0 has supposed a revolution in how users interact with Web technologies.
Social network services (SNS) are some of the most successful applications of this revolution [16].
Facebook with more than 900 million active users1 , Twitter with more than 500 million registered
members2 , and Qzone with more than 51 millions of users are some of the biggest SNSs. The impact
of these services on society, especially on young people, is unquestionable.
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Privacy problems associated with digital communication and network technologies have been a
major concern among Internet users over the past decade [74]. The emergence of social networks has
even increased these concerns. People register to these SNSs and share images, videos, and thoughts
because they perceive a great payoff in terms of friendship, jobs, and other opportunities [20]. The
popularity of SNSs attracts not only faithful users but third parties with adverse interest [2]. If we
consider the huge amount of private information uploaded to those SNSs and the persistence of it
in the social networks, the privacy of SNS users can be threatened [31]. Recent cases show that
on-line thieves, stalkers, and bullies take advantage of the information available on SNSs and use it
for purposes that were not the initially intended ones [34].
There are several definitions of privacy in the related literature. In the context of this survey,
we use the definition of Alan Westin, who defined privacy as ”the claim of individuals, groups, or
institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them
is communicated“ [69]. This definition implies that SNSs have to offer their users mechanisms
that allow them to decide how their information is disclosed. Current SNSs have taken steps
towards this objective, but there still exist several problems that make users feel they have lost
control of their information and how it is shared among the SNS [65]. Users demand better privacy
mechanisms, with richer and finer-grained privacy policies that take into account the way SNS users
share information and interact with others. Moreover, privacy controls for these new access controls
have to be easy to use, offering automatic suggestions and learning from the behavior of the users.
This article reviews studies that enhance privacy in social networks, as well as studies that
explore human relationships over social networks and their behavior. Understanding how humans
share and manage their friendships on SNSs is crucial so that researchers can adapt their models
and methods to cope with the users’ needs and expectations. Studies are classified according to the
type of privacy risk they address. Each study is impartially presented and reviewed, showing the
strengths and weaknesses of the proposals made in the study. The final objective of this paper is to
survey research in the field of privacy in social networks as well as to promote and encourage future
research and advances that overcome the current challenges that exist in this field.

1.1

Privacy and Social Networks

As pointed out more than a century ago by Warren and Brandeis [68], disclosure of private information and the misuse of it can damage people’s feelings and cause considerable damage in people’s
lives. In SNS where intimate information of the users is managed, privacy is of paramount importance. A research of Gross and Acquisti [31] in the early days of Facebook showed that the majority
of users were unconcerned about privacy risks. They tended to use default privacy configurations
and personal data were generously provided. More recent studies, like the one from Boyd and Hargittai [8], show that the privacy awareness of SNS users has increased lately. The widespread media
attention on SNS and on situations where the leakage of personal information of SNS users affected
their lives has positively influenced the way SNS users manage their privacy [55]. Nevertheless,
the high number of privacy risks that affect SNS users leaves room for improvement in this field of
study.
The most important SNS users’ privacy concerns are: identity theft [5], unauthorized access [55],
misuse of personal information and stalking [31, 9, 59], and profiling [33]. In this study we focus on
misuse of personal information. This threat refers to the possibility of a malicious dissemination of
previously collected information. For instance, users may face blackmailing situations when embarrassing data is collected from a SNS by a third party. In the context of SNSs, misuse of personal
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information usually occurs when users disclose inappropriate information due to a negligence during
the configuration of their privacy settings or ignorance about how privacy is managed on the SNS.
The rest of privacy threats affect different levels of privacy on SNSs and fall out of the scope of
this study. Identity theft and unauthorized access are related to access control enforcement. For
example, unauthorized access can occur if the authentication mechanisms of the SNS are not good
enough or if the communication between the user and the SNS is not properly encrypted. Profiling
is a threat when the party which owns the information on the SNS is not trustworthy. A typical
case of profiling occurs when the party that manages the SNS sells the information available on the
SNS to third parties that use it for marketing purposes.
It has been acknowledged that in order to properly minimize misuse of personal information, a
new privacy mechanism is needed [26, 77]. In the next section, we detail the requirements for such
a new privacy mechanism.

1.2

Requirements for a Social Network Service Privacy Mechanism

Any privacy mechanism has at its base an access control. Access controls dictate how permissions
are given, what elements can be private, how access rules are defined, and so on. Access control
models of current SNSs tend to be very simplistic. Nonetheless, recent improvements in facebooklike SNSs have enhanced the access control models. For example, now it is possible to define policies
to deny access to groups of users, instead of individuals. Some SNSs allow the possibility to express
a social distance of contacts that have access to the resource, for example, friends of friends (two
hops), friends of friends of friends (three hops), and so on. Another addition that only a few SNSs
have added is the possibility to choose the amount of information from a friend that we want to
receive (Facebook). However, these models still lack key elements. One of the most important
is the lack of diversity in the type of relationships. Most SNSs only employ ”friend” as the only
type of possible relationship. This lack of classification of contacts leads to privacy leaks to other
members inside the social network. This is referred to by Johnson [36] as the insider threat. Gates
[26] identifies the following requirements that an access control model for a SNS must fulfill:
• Relationship-based: People base their decision of sharing information on their relationship
with others. Moreover, the properties of the relationship also affect the way people disclose
their personal information. In social psychology, it is generally accepted that one discloses
more of his/her personal information to someone in a strong relationship [19]. Hence, a control
access model that tries to reflect the way people disclose and share in real life should be based
on relationships.
• Fine-grained: The access control has to allow users to define access policies for single items.
If the access control is available in a fine-grained format the privacy policies can be more
flexible and they can express the user’s preferences exactly. For example, a user should be
able to define privacy policies for specific photos, individual blog entries, or even some words
or phrases of a comment. In other words, users should be able to decide exactly to what
extent others can access their information.
• Interoperability: Many SNSs have a specific objective; while Facebook aims to facilitate
users contacting their friends, LinkedIn helps users to maintain their professional networks.
Facebook and Linkedin have clearly different purposes. Because of this variety of purposes,
users may have several multiple accounts in different SNSs, each one for a different social
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objective. In this scenario, it is highly desirable for access controls to be interoperable and
follow the users, so it is not necessary to define an entire new access control for each SNS.
• Sticky policies: Besides being interoperable, privacy policies should also follow the data to
which they apply. For example, many SNS allow third party applications to access users’ data.
The privacy preferences assigned to that data should be respected by these third parties and
in whatever context it might travel to. This idea was introduced by Karjoth et al. [41].
In the related literature, we have also identified additional requirements that play a crucial role
in developing successful access control models for SNSs:
• Content Type Management: SNS enable users to share a variety of different pieces of
information: photos, videos, comments, events, hobbies, and so on. Besides the miscellany in
the format of the information, its content also matters when deciding who has access and who
has not [32]. Flickr3 employs tags so users can classify their pictures according to their type.
A similar approach could be used so users could define permissions based on the type of the
content.
• Co-privacy: SNS users like to upload items to their profiles, such as photographs and videos,
where other users are depicted. Specially, SNSs that focus on helping users to maintain their
friend relationships encourage users to upload publications of this kind. Items of this type
can raise several privacy concerns. While the owner of the item is in charge of assigning a
privacy policy to it, the other users related to the item can be affected if the privacy policy is
not appropriate for their interests. It is possible to infer a great amount of information about
an individual from information leaks that occur due to shared items and privacy preference
conflicts [67]. Current access models do not consider these situations; thus, users are forced to
use strategies like untagging, asking the owner to remove the photo or, in the most extreme
situations, removing friendship links. Access controls should consider co-privacy management
and offer mechanisms that allow every user involved in a single item to express their privacy
preference so that the resulting privacy policy applied to that item maximizes the utility for
everyone.
An access control acts as the base for a privacy mechanism, however, they require other elements
to be functional. It is not realistic to assume that SNS users can understand access control models
and use them intuitively. Powerful privacy models are useless if they lack usability and are not
understood by the people that will use them [17]. Users need tools that guide them through
the process of setting their privacy preferences. Users also require mechanisms that help them
to understand their current privacy preferences and how their information is disseminated among
other SNS users. According to related literature, a privacy mechanism for SNSs should fulfill these
requirements:
• Automatic relationship inferring: If the access control has to be based on social relationships, these have to be accurately defined. SNS users tend to have a high number of friends.
For example, according to the Facebook statistics, the average number of friends in that social
network is 130. Hence, classifying every contact in a social network can represent a burden
on the user. Privacy mechanisms should have the capacity to automatically infer the type of
a relationship and make the whole process of friend classification easy and fast.
3
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• Privacy setting recommendation: While privacy is paramount on SNSs, users are focused
on enjoying the functionality that these offer. For many users privacy settings represent a
burden, for others privacy settings are difficult to manage and understand. Recommender
tools can help users to set properly their privacy settings. While recommenders can help
reduce the user’s burden, they are rarely perfectly accurate. Thus, it is important for the user
to be able to view, understand, and modify the recommended policy before it is applied
• Privacy understandability: Access controls can be complex and daunting for SNS users.
Average SNS users do not have expertise on security, thus, it is difficult for them to accurately evaluate how their information is disclosed through the SNS [50]. Users require proper
interfaces that show them how their privacy policies dictate their self-disclosure.
• Self-presentation management: In the beginning, social media was focused on establishing
or maintaining friendship relationships through a digital channel. However, social media have
increased the number of services offered and now users expect more benefits than friendship
alone [20]. Some examples of social media use are to obtain fame4 , or for commercial brands
to publicize their products, acquire recognition, and maintain contact with their customers5 .
In a nutshell, and as pointed out by Kairam et al. [40], social media users utilize the product
to successfully tailor self-presentations for various parts of their network through selective
information sharing. Self presentation is achieved by carefully tailoring self-disclosure. Privacy
controls should help users to maintain their chosen self presentation on SNSs.
In the following sections of this paper, we will review studies that aim to totally or partially
cover the requirements previously listed. First, Section 2 starts reviewing formal relationship-based
access control models. Section 3 presents some prototypes of access controls that take into account
the content type of the information being shared. Section 4 is centered on papers that deal with
co-privacy. Section 5 presents papers that aim to accurately model and infer human relationships
on SNSs. Section 6 presents works that propose privacy policy recommenders. Section 7 reviews
papers that present methods to enhance the understandability of privacy settings. The remaining
requirements (interoperability, sticky policies, and self-presentation management) are treated as
open challenges and are covered further in section 8.

2

Relationship-based Access Control Models

This section reviews Relationship-based Access Control (ReBAC) models proposed for SNSs. The
ReBAC paradigm provides users with better mechanisms for disclosure control, and they represent
more naturally how humans decide what to share and with whom. All models studied in this section
fulfill the two first requirements of access controls for SNSs. Specifically, all of them are based on
relationships and their privacy policies are fine grained. However, the models differ in other features,
table 1 shows a comparison of them. In the table, the features of the reviewed models have been
divided into three subgroups.
The first group contains the properties that the models consider for the relationships. Multiple
relationship type refers to the possibility that the model manages different kinds of relationship;
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Relationship features
Multiple relationship types
Tie-strength
Directional relationship
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Table 1: Comparison of ReBAC models.

for example, a model could allow the differentiation between a friend and a family relationship.
Another concept used to differentiate relationships, which is further explained in section 5, is tie
strength. Some models allow the possibility of specifying a numerical value for the strength of the
relationship. Directional relationship alludes to the possibility of defining asymmetric relationship;
for example, user A can be related to user B but that does not imply that the opposite relationship
exists. Finally, the last two features, user-to-user relationship and user-to-resource relationship,
describe whether the models consider relationships among users and among users and items. For
example, a user can somehow be related to a movie, which is not a user but a resource.
The second group of features includes those that affect the policy specification language of
each model. As explained in the previous section, ReBAC models have to be fine-grained; the
policy individualization refers to this characteristic. The following two features, regular expression
language and based on ontology, specify whether the policy language uses any of these techniques.
When specifying a privacy policy, a common resource is to define a maximum social distance, which
is the number of hops between the owner of the resource and the accessor. Arbitrary social distance
identifies what models allow this possibility. Besides the social distance, social path specification
defines the type of the hops of that distance; for example, the family members of my friends represent
a social distance of two, where the first hop is friends and the second family members.
Finally, the last subgroup specifies what models have implemented an enforcement mechanism.
This mechanism has to evaluate the access rules attached to an item being accessed to determine
whether the accessor satisfies those rules. In a centralized SNS like Facebook this mechanism can be
integrated in the SNS; however in distributed social networks this mechanism can be more complex
since it can require the use of third party trusted services.
Fong et al. [25] proposed a formal algebraic model for facebook-style social networks. The
authors created this algebraic model to reflect how facebook-style SNSs model their access control.
Even though this model cannot be classified as a true ReBAC, we considered this paper in this
review since it formally shows the limitations of current SNS access control models. The model
divides the authorization of access to a resource into two stages. Stage 1 is to reach the profile
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of the resource’s owner and Stage 2 is to access the resource. The model allows the definition of
authorization policies for each stage independently. Since policy language considers the network
topology properties, the model allows complex policies that are beyond what facebook-like SNSs
offer (friends, friends of friends, no one, and public). Topology-based policies include: degree of
separation, k common friends, k clique, trusted referral, and stranger. Since this work aims to
model the access control of facebook-like SNSs, it also has the same limitations. Moreover, since
users’ profiles and resources are not treated the same, the authorization process is divided into two
steps. This division can lead to unnecessary complexity of access policies.
Fong [24] proposes an access model for social networks based on relationships. In contrast to [25],
this work uses social contexts and allows a generalization of relationships types (e.g. parent-child,
employer-employee, etc). Social context is another dimension of relationships; some relationships
have a different meaning depending on the context or they only exist in a given context. For example,
a physician who is my treating physician in one medical case may very well be a consulting expert
in a different medical case of mine. As a result, the physician may enjoy a different level of access
in each case. This access model considers that, for each relationship, the social network defines
its inverse. For example, if a social network has the relationships parent and employer, it must
also contain the relationships child and employee, which are the inverse of parent and employer
respectively. When a resource is being accessed, the evaluation of the authorization of access for
that accessor is done based on an active context. This concept captures how people are willing to
disclose different information depending on the context. The policy language defined by Fong allows
the specification of unlimited sequences of relationships. For example, it is possible to express a
policy that allows access to the father of a friend of a friend. This feature is an improvement with
respect to [25] where the chain of relationship was restricted to friend and friend of a friend.
Bruns et al. [10] improved the previous work of Fong [24] adding Hybrid Logic to the model.
The policies are divided into two sub-policies; one sub-policy is defined from the point of view of
the owner of the resource and the other one from the point of view of the accessor. The improved
model allows more flexible policies; for example, it is possible to grant access to the last four friends,
or grant access if at least n friends of the owner fulfill a certain requirement.
These three works [25, 24, 10] share the same limitation. They do not consider the strength or
intensity of the relationships (i.e., they only consider relationships as a boolean: either a relationship
exist or not).
Carminati et al. [13, 12] propose a model that allows the specification of access rules that
consider the type of the relationship, its depth, and its intensity. The proposal of Carminati et
al. considers a distributed SNS; therefore, principals are in charge of specifying their access rules.
The work also proposes a semidecentralized access control enforcement. When a principal wants to
access a resource, she has to prove that she fulfills the requirements specified by the owner of the
resource. A central and trusted server is responsible for storing all the relationships of the social
network users. Thus, whenever the requester needs to prove to the resource owner the existence
and the attributes of a given relationship, she requests this trusted server for this information. The
policy language proposed by Carminati et al. allows the definition of policies that specify a type of
relationship, a maximum depth, and a minimum strength. Policies can have several requirements,
all of them have to be satisfied in order to obtain access. Several policies can be defined for a single
resource. In this situation, only one of these policies have to be fulfilled in order to obtain access
to the resource. One limitation of the policy language is that policies cannot refer to a chain of
relationships with different types of relationships. For example, it is not possible to specify a policy
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that grants access to the parents of the owner’s friends.
Carminati et al. [11] propose an access control model based on semantic web technologies. This
paper is an extension of the previous paper [13]; the main differences between the two proposals is
that this model considers the user-to-resource relationship and it uses semantic technologies for the
policy language. The model proposed by Carminati et al. considers the following five important
elements of an online social network: (i) profiles, (ii) types of relationships among users (e.g. Bob
and Alice are colleagues), (iii) resources, (iv) relationships between users and resources (e.g. Bob
appears in a photo owned by Alice), and (v) actions. The use of semantic web technologies allows
the model to infer about the relationships among users and resources. For example, it is possible
to infer that a close friend is also a friend and anything that is accessible by friend could also be
accessible by a close friend. The authors focus their article on the addition of semantic technologies
to their previous access control model [13]. However, the authors did not evaluate how the addition
of semantic technologies improved their previous work.
Cheng et al. [15] developed a ReBAC model using regular expression notation. Their model
defines resources and users as the target of an action. The model permits a high generality of
relationship paths in its policy specification, since the notation of the model is regular expression.
The paths can be defined as patterns; for example, it is possible to define a policy that grants access
to users that are connected to the resource owner by a path that contains at least one friend and a
maximum of two coworkers. Since the users can be considered as targets of an action, it is possible
to specify polices that hide the profile of the users and do not show them in searches performed by
others that do not satisfy the specifications of the policy. Even when the model considers different
types of relationships, it does not contemplate a value for the trust or strength of the relationships.
This limitation restricts the power of expressiveness of the model because it is not feasible to define
a type of relationship for each possible level of tie strength.
The models reviewed in this section are based on human relationships and depend on them to
express privacy policies and define how the different elements can be accessed and by whom. These
models assume that the social network provides a rich social model that is capable of representing
different types of human relationships. Unfortunately, this is not true in current SNSs, as they
usually only consider friend as the only type of possible relationship. Section 5 reviews studies that
model human relationships and propose theoretical models and actual software tools to accurately
predict and represent the type of a relationship and its intensity.

3

Content Type Management

None of the access control models reviewed above consider the type of the shared information. In
other words, users cannot specify privacy policies for different types of content. For example, a user
could not define a privacy policy that affects their family photos. A number of studies [32, 42, 75]
show that content matters during privacy policies definition. Moreover, mechanisms to classify
content, such as tags, improve the usability of privacy mechanisms.
Yeung et al. [75] prototyped the management of privacy for photos that considers content type.
To classify the photos, the authors proposed the use of tags, which is the act of assigning descriptive
keywords to resources. This is the same method that Flickr, the popular social network for photo
sharing, employs so that users can classify their pictures according to their type. Yeung’s system
is based on OpenID as authentication protocol and the AIR policy language [38] which is based on
RDF. The authors only proposed a prototype of the system and did not provide any evaluation.
8

Hart et al. [32] proposed a mechanism to manage privacy for blogs based on tags. The authors
proposed a privacy language called Plog. This language is based on groups and post type. Users
can define groups of users manually or group potential viewers by attributes that they all share
(e.g., workplace or same school). The main focus of their study is to compare basic privacy policy
mechanisms for blogs with a tag-based approach. To this aim, they developed a WordPress plugin
and recruited twenty eight participants to evaluate their proposal. The authors did not use real
data from the participants, instead, they created artificial data for imaginary users and asked the
participants to manage that data as if it was theirs. Thus, they did not examine users’ actual
preferences. Their results showed that an approach that uses tags is more usable than one that does
not.
Klemperer et al. [42] evaluated the usability of an access control based exclusively on category
tags. The authors aimed at evaluating whether tags can be used to organize photos and define
their privacy at the same time. Besides, they also studied if tags can decrease the number of
privacy conflict. This is, privacy policies that are contradictory. Usually, this happens because
users have problems building mental models of their privacy. For their study the authors developed
an application that allowed participants to tag their pictures and assign privacy policies for their
contacts. The authors asked the participants to use personal photos that were not necessarily
uploaded to any SNS. Their results showed that the use of tags reduces the number of required
privacy policies and also the number of privacy conflicts.

4

Co-privacy

As explained before, one of the requirements for ReBAC models is the management of co-privacy
or, in other words, the management of the privacy settings of items shared among users of the social
network that affect the intimacy of several individuals. An example of a common issue with items
of this kind is a photograph with many users tagged in it. The user who took the photo uploads
it to her SNS profile and tags every other user that appears in the photo. At this moment, SNSs
leave the responsibility of setting a proper privacy setting for the shared item on the hands of the
owner. This decision may suppose a threat to the privacy of the other involved users. The proposals
reviewed in this section are focused on finding a proper privacy setting for items that involve several
users.
Figure 1 depicts a conceptual map for all of the reviewed approaches that propose a co-privacy
management mechanism for SNSs. As shown in the conceptual map, there are three different
approaches for co-privacy management. Condition preference sensitivity refers to the possibility
of the users involved to express how willing they are to allow violations of their preferences. The
Suggestions approach is based on the idea that the owner of the item is the sole person responsible
for the privacy management of that item; thus, other users are only allowed to suggest privacy
configurations. Finally, the approaches that guarantee the preferences of everybody allow every user
involved in the item to express their privacy preferences. Then a privacy policy is generated from
the combination of every privacy preference.
Squicciarini et al. [63] propose collective privacy management based on the Clarke-Tax algorithm
and incentives for users. Incentives are credits that are given to users to encourage them to assign
co-owners of updated items. When the owner and co-owners specify their privacy preferences for a
shared item, each one specifies their privacy preferences assigning a value of credits they are willing
to spend in order to apply that policy. The Clarke-Tax algorithm ensures that the privacy policy
9

Figure 1: Co-privacy Conceptual Map
that maximizes the utility is chosen. The authors created a proof-of-concept application and tested
its performance in terms of computing time. The authors propose a novel method that encourages
users to participate in the collective managing of privacy by giving them rewards and finds the
privacy configuration that has the highest utility according to the co-owners preferences. However,
in the study, the privacy policies are very simple and owners only can specify if they prefer the item
to remain private (only co-owners have access to it), if it is accessible to co-owners’ friends, or if
it is designated as public. These simplified privacy preferences avoid privacy conflicts, but they do
not represent real privacy policies well.
Thomas et al. [67] study the risks of multi-party privacy in social networks. As a part of their
research and as a way to show the dangers of unsuitable co-privacy management, the authors try to
infer the information of Facebook users from two sources: links between friends and conversations
with friends. The authors achieved an accuracy above 60% inferring information such as gender,
political views or favorite TV shows. The authors propose a privacy framework to avoid these
privacy conflicts. The framework is based on exposure policies instead of privacy policies. Each
user referred to by a piece of information posted on any page of the SNS (e.g. Facebook wall) can
define an exposure policy. For example, Alice posts on her Facebook wall a comment where Bob is
referred to. Alice specifies a privacy policy because she is the owner of the information and Bob can
define an exposure policy to limit the users that can access that comment where he appears. The
exposure policies are defined in terms of the type of information and the page where it is posted. The
authors prototyped their solution as a Facebook application that guarantees that every exposure
policy is respected. The authors did not test their prototype, so experimental evaluation is lacking.
Moreover, one of the main concerns of this proposal (also expressed by Thomas et al.) is that if
several users are involved in the privacy management of an item, the group of users permitted to
access that item tends towards the empty set.
Wishart et al. 2010 [71] propose a collaborative creation of privacy policies for shared items.
The authors detect two roles, the owner of the item and the co-owners, which are designated by
the owner and are individuals that are affected by the item. The main idea of the proposal is that
owner and co-owners refine the privacy policy iteratively, and, hopefully, at the end, the preferences
of everybody will be considered in the resulting policy. The authors define a model for privacy
policies that contemplates the specification of strong and weak conditions. Weak conditions are
overridden by strong conditions. In other words, weak and strong conditions establish a preference
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order, where strong conditions are those that a user considers an accessor must fulfill and weak
conditions are those that can be overridden by strong conditions specified by another co-owner. As
a proof of concept, the authors developed a tool. The tool has not been tested or evaluated with
real users. The concept of strong and weak condition introduces preferences when defining privacy
policies. However, the proposal does not consider other problems that come from co-authoring. As
the owner and co-owners refine the privacy policy, many condition conflicts can arise, for example,
two strong conditions that contradict each other. Moreover, the process of refining can be virtually
infinite; it is possible that at the end only the preferences of the most persistent user are considered,
since there is no method to prevent an endless modification of the privacy policy.
Besmer and Lipford [4] propose a method where the owner of a photograph that involves several
individuals is in charge of managing its privacy and the other involved users can only suggest
privacy preferences. The authors performed an experiment to collect information about privacy
concerns of SNS users about photographs and what strategies they use to control the leak of private
information. According to their study, SNS users consider that the owner of a photo (the individual
who uploaded the image to the SNS) is the one in charge of assigning a privacy policy. Therefore, the
other users who appear in the photo may only suggest privacy policies relying on the responsibility
of the photo owner. The authors developed a Facebook application that allows a user to send
privacy suggestions to the owner of a photo where that user appears. The authors also performed
an experimental evaluation of their approach and their application. According to their findings, the
participants were comfortable using this approach. The main issue with this approach is that the
owner of the photo may not responsible enough or cannot deal with the petitions of other users and
the possible preference conflicts that can arise from these petitions. As a future improvement of the
software proposed by the authors, it should help owners to decide which policy to apply in the case
of interest conflicts.
Hu and Ahn [35] propose a multiparty authorization framework that enables collaborative management of shared data. The authors divide the users into three groups: owner, the user that
uploaded the item to the SNS; accessors, the users that want to access the item; and stakeholders,
the users that are affected by the item somehow, for example, being tagged in a photograph. The
users in any of these groups have to specify their privacy preferences and assign a sensitivity score
to the item being shared. As several preference conflicts can arise, the owner of the photo is in
charge of specifying a conflict resolution strategy. The authors propose several conflict resolution
strategies (for example: owner-overrides, full-consensus-permit, strong-majority-permit, and many
more). Since the owner decides the conflict resolution strategy, she has greater control over the
resulting privacy policy associated to the item. For example, if the owner considers that the item
is very sensitive regarding her privacy, then she will assign a restrictive conflict resolution strategy
like strong-majority-permit. The authors developed a prototype as a proof of concept and tested the
policy evaluation performance of the prototype. They conclude that the prototype is fast evaluating
policies. However, they did not test their proposal with users and did not evaluate the satisfaction
of the users with their approach.

5

Modeling Human Relationships on Social Network Services

Current SNS make little effort to differentiate between users. Users are either friends or strangers,
with nothing in between. This approximation does not represent human relationships well. As
introduced in the paper by Granovetter [29], the concept of tie strength defines the relationship
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Figure 2: Concept Map of Human Relationship Models
between two individuals. In his work, Granovetter speaks about two different types of ties: strong
and weak. On the one hand, strong ties usually include relations such as family and close friends.
On the other hand, weak ties may refer, for example, to coworkers or less trusted friends.
As described in the previous sections, a rich relationship model can play a key role in privacy
protection. SNSs aim at creating virtual versions of the real social networks of their users. An
accurate representation of the real social graph of the users can help users to manage their privacy.
Moreover, ReBAC models need relationships to be modeled truthfully. Wiese et al. [70] studied the
correlation between information sharing willingness and tie strength. Their research proved that
the strength of ties is even more significant than grouping (the current approach of most SNSs) for
predicting sharing. They suggest that a mixture of grouping and tie strength could allow richer
sharing policies. Several approaches to create a social model that is based on the concept of the tie
strength have been proposed. Most of the works on this matter try to infer a value for the strength
of the relationships.
Figure 2 depicts a conceptual map that sums up all of the reviewed approaches that propose
models for human relationships on social networks. As seen in the figure, the models are based on
two different concepts: homophily and intensity of communication. On the one hand, homophily
states thats that the more two person have in common (job, friends, hobbies) the more likely it is
that these two persons have a strong relationship. On the other hand, the idea of communication
intensity is that if two persons interact frequently, then their relationship should be strong. The
majority of models use both concepts and combine them.
Gilbert and Karahalios [28] proposed a model that predicts tie strength among users of Facebook. The authors selected a group of variables available at Facebook. These variables covered
different tie-strength dimensions; for instance, the number of links shared correspond to the “services given“ dimension. They evaluated their model with the participation of Facebook real users.
The researchers asked the participants to assign a value of tie strength to their contacts. Besides,
the researchers collected the values for the selected variables. Using the group of over 70 variables
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Gilbert and Karahalios achieved an accuracy of 84%. One of the limitations of this model is the
huge amount of information it requires to predict tie strength. This high volume of information has
to be processed and can become a bottleneck in the performance of the model.
Gilbert [27] expands his previous work [28] and proposes a model to infer the tie strength of
relationships in a different SNS, Twitter. Gilbert selects a set of variables that are similar to the
variables chosen in [28]. Some variables that were selected in Facebook do not exist in Twitter. In
this situation, the author chose analog variables; for example, the number of friends were replaced
with the number of followers. In order to evaluate the new model, Gilbert developed a tool called We
Meddle that predicted tie strength. Users were asked to try We Meddle and evaluate its predictions.
This work showed that the model proposed in [28] can somehow be generalized and adapted to
different SNSs.
In their work Kahanda and Neville [39] propose using transactional information to predict tie
strength in social networks. The model is constructed using 50 variables. The variables are classified
in 4 groups: (i) attribute-based Features, (ii) topological features, (iii) transactional features, and
(iv) network-transactional features. The first three groups of variables are considered in other works
[28, 73]; however, the fourth group, network-transactional features, represents a novel approach for
tie strength prediction. The variables in this group capture the transaction information between
nodes, but they represent it within the context of the larger network structure. For example, one of
the variables in this group is the interaction among all the nodes in the network, not only between
two pairs. According to the results of the Kahanda and Neville study, the most predictive variables
are those in the fourth group. The study lacks an evaluation with humans; therefore, the accuracy
of the results may have been affected as the tie strength is a purely human-dependent concept.
Xiang et al. [73] proposed a model to infer relationship strength based on profile similarity, with
the goal of automatically distinguishing strong relationships from weak ones. The model proposed
by Xiang et al. uses the concept of homophily to infer the tie strength between two individuals.
Xiang et al. test their model with proprietary data of the SNS LinkedIn and data from students of
Purdue University on Facebook. With the LinkedIn data they tested their tie strength prediction
against other heuristics. The authors considered the number of times a user checked another user’s
profile page as the indicator of the tie strength between them. For the evaluation in Facebook,
they calculated the ground truth tie strength between two users as a combination of the number
of common networks, common groups, and common friends for those two users. The results of
the evaluation show accurate results. However, the evaluation was synthetic; the ground truth tie
strength values were calculated using heuristics and were not specified by the users themselves.
Therefore, it lacked the corroboration of the results from the participants. The main difficulty of
this model to work accurately is that it relies on profile information, which tends to be incomplete
or of low quality. Few users specify their address, job, college, or other variables needed by the
model to work [21].
Rana et al. [56] propose a theoretical framework for calculating social strength and a ranking
of contacts sorted by their social strength. The algorithm proposed copes with the complexity
of users using a wide variety of communication services. For example, a user can contact her
friends using Twitter, Facebook, and SMS. Moreover, the algorithm also considers different ways
of communication inside the same communication service. For example, in Facebook, a user can
contact another sending a private message or through a comment anout a photo. These two ways
of establishing contact are considered to be different communication tools. The algorithm counts
the number of interactions on each communication service and assigns a level of importance to
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the communications established on that service according to its ratio of usage. Finally, a value
of tie strength for each contact is obtained adding the number of interactions with that contact
and weighting the interactions according to the service and tool used. The main limitation of this
algorithm is that it only considers the frequency of interaction between the user and each contact.
However, as shown by other studies [43], a high number of interactions does not necessarily imply
a strong tie.
Bischoff [6] analyzes online friendship in the Lastfm musical social network. Lastfm offers social
features like friendship links, message exchange, and a personal profile. Moreover, Lastfm allows
users to specify their musical tastes, favorite artists, and music event attendance. The author collected public information about 48,527 Lastfm users. The information collected contained variables
such as: friend links, messages sent, tags assigned to artists, music recently heard, preferred albums,
preferred artists, events attended, and demographic data (gender and country). The author used
the gathered data to classify each pair of users as: no link between them, weak relationship, or
strong relationship. The number of events coattended by both persons determines the strength of
the relationship in the training set. For example, if two persons attended 2 events together, then
they have a weak link; however, if they attended 11 or more, then they have a strong link. The author also used the data to create a friendship recommender system. In both experiments the results
were promising. The most predictive variables in Bischoff’s study were those related to homophily,
such as coincidences in the preferred artists or same country. This study shows that, depending on
the objective of the social network, different variables have to be considered for the task of inferring
the tie strength.
Fogues et al. [23] introduce a tool called Best Friend Forever (BFF) that automatically groups
and assigns a tie strength value for the contacts of a user. In order to infer tie strength values,
BFF follows an approach similar to [28] and [39]. However, BFF uses a much smaller set variables,
only 11. The reduction in the number of variables makes the variable collection task faster and less
costly, thus increasing the utility of the tool. For automatic group creation, Fogus et al. used the
algorithm proposed by [61]. This hierarchical diffusion algorithm is founded on the triadic closure
principle, which suggests that, in a social network, there is an increased likelihood that two people
will become friends if they have friends in common. The authors made an experimental evaluation
of the tool and compared the results obtained by their tool with the preferences of 17 participants.
Despite the reduction of variables for tie strength prediction, the tool performed accurately. On the
matter of groups, the tool also worked with precision. Fogu’es et al. present a relationship model
that focuses on a specific SNS, Facebook. However, although several relationship defining variables
used for Facebook can also be found in other SNSs, a more general model that works in different
social networks is needed. Moreover, the authors mention a correlation between tie strength and
community creation, but they did not study this fact.
As explained in the previous section, some ReBAC models allow the specification of multiple
types of relationships. Wu et al. [72] deal with the task of differentiating between personal and
professional closeness. The authors performed a survey with users of a professional SNS called
Beehive. This SNS was deployed at the IBM company in 2007. The authors asked the participants
to assign a value of tie strength to their contacts in the social network from a professional and a
friendship point of view. The results and the most predictive variables identified by the authors are
close to the ones obtained by Gilbert and Karahalios [28]. To differentiate a professional relationship
from a personal one, the authors identified a set of variables that worked as strong predictors of a
professional relationship. This research shows that different types of relationships may need specific
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predictors, making the relationship classification a complex problem.
This section reviewed studies that aim to deal with an essential ReBAC requisite, the modeling
and definition of relationships. In Section 8, we identify future research paths that can improve the
way relationships are modeled and classified. For example, considering how one person discloses
information with another can help to define the type of relationship that exists between them.
A ReBAC model cannot exist without a suitable social model. However, a model that truthfully
represents human relationships is still useless if its users cannot manipulate and understand it with
ease. As explained in Section 1.2, another requirement for a ReBAC is usability. Sections 6 and
7 show studies that aim to increase the usability of privacy mechanisms for SNSs. The studies
reviewed propose tools that help users to configure, adapt, and understand their privacy preferences
in SNSs.

6

Recommender Systems

A first troublesome task that SNS users must face when dealing with their privacy preference
configuration is the definition of privacy policies. As shown in section 2, a ReBAC model can
consider a large number of variables and use a complex privacy policy definition language (e.g. a
language based on regular expressions or ontologies). It is not realistic to assume that an average
SNS user is familiar with these concepts and can effectively use them. A common approach to help
users in this task is to suggest privacy policies to them or guide them during the process. Users
should have the last call on what can be disclosed and what is private. While recommenders can
help reduce the user’s burden, they are rarely perfectly accurate. Thus, it is important for the user
to be able to view, understand, and modify the recommended policy before it is applied; it is also
important for the user to be able to maintain the policy over time.
Figure 3 depicts a conceptual map for all of the studied approaches that propose a privacy
recommender system for SNSs. The following subsections review the studies according to the
classification shown in the conceptual map.

6.1

Based on What Others Do

A first approach for privacy policy recommenders is based on how other users set their privacy
policies. For example, if every friend of a user decides to hide their address information, then it
is likely that a good recommendation for the user is to also hide her address information. In this
section, we review studies that use this approach.
Bonneau et al. [7] propose a tool that suggests privacy policies based on expert users’ configuration. Users can specify their privacy policies and then share them over the SNS. Any user can
apply the privacy policies shared by another user, rate them, and recommend them to her friends.
It can be expected that the best privacy policies and the experts who created them will have high
rates and will be used by a high number of users. Moreover, users can subscribe to their favorite
privacy expert. In this way, users’ privacy policies will automatically update when their preferred
expert updates her policies. This approximation only allows the automation of privacies with low
granularity as only general policies can be shared by experts.
Squicciarini et al. [62] present a privacy manager named PriMa that suggests privacy policies
taking into account the sensitivity of content according to what users tend to do on the SNS and tie
strength. To use PriMa, first, the user expresses her concerns about disclosing each of the attributes
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Figure 3: Conceptual Map of Privacy Recommender Systems
in her profile. If an attribute is left without a sensitivity value, PriMa infers this value from the
values assigned to that trait by the contacts of the user. Once each trait has a sensitivity value,
they are grouped in clusters depending on their sensitivity. In order to recommend policies, PriMa
computes a user access score, which is a representation of the adequacy of a given target user to
access a given cluster of attributes of the main user’s profile. The score is based on the type of
the relationship between the target user and the main user. The type of the relationship has an
associated tie strength value that is predefined by the SNS provider. Finally, if the user access
score is higher than a threshold, then that user has access to that attribute. The paper lacks an
experimental evaluation also, the assumption of predefined types of relationships and tie strength
values can lead to policy generation errors. For example, it is not possible to assume that every
user agrees that a family relationship tie has a strength of 0.8 and a friend tie has a strength of 0.5.
Munemasa and Iwaihara [51] follow the line of Bonneau and Liu research [7]. These authors
propose software that tells the user if her privacy settings are introvert or extrovert by computing a
privacy score and comparing it with other SNS users’ scores. The software created by the authors
collects privacy settings of several SNS users and rates them. The rating of a privacy setting is
based on the volume of information disclosed and how likely it is that others disclose the same
information. The authors base the calculus of the privacy rating on the work of [47]. When a users
configures her privacy settings, the software rates her configuration and compares it to the settings
previously collected. From this information the software can determine whether the user’s privacy
setting discloses more or less information than the average user of the SNS. The authors performed
an evaluation of their tool with 15 Facebook users. The evaluation participants only answered a
questionnaire about the suitability of the tool. The article lacks experimentation that evaluates how
accurate the recommendations made by the tool are (e.g. comparing them to the actual preferences
of privacy concerned participants).
Pergament et al. [54] present a system named FORPS that helps user to decide what can be
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accessed by a friend depending on the behavior of that friend on the SNS. FORPS calculates a
privacy score for a target user for different themes. For example, a user can be very discreet with
regard to religion and very indiscreet regarding political views. To calculate the score for each
different theme, FORPS analyzes whether the target user discloses information on that matter with
main the user’s friends, her number of commentaries about that theme, and the sentiments on those
commentaries. The system also analyzes the behavior of the friends of the main user in regard to
the target user. Finally, FORPS recommends to the principal user a level of privacy for each theme
towards the target user. The proposal lacks an experimental evaluation. Therefore, the utility of
the system is not evaluated. Additionally, the system only recommends a numeric level of privacy
for each theme. It is difficult to map a numeric value for what things is recommended to disclose
and what are not. For example, on a 0 - 1 scale, what does a 0.3 degree of disclosure in politics
mean? Should I disclose my preferred political party or not?

6.2

Based on Automatic Learning

Another approximation for recommenders is based on learning. Proposals in this section observe
how the users interact with others and learn from their preferences. Once the recommender has
learned enough, it is capable of automatically recommending privacy preferences. This section
reviews studies that use the concept of automatic learning.
Jones and O’Neill [37] investigate what criteria humans use when they divide their social network
in groups so they can share different information and avoid embarrassing situations with each
group. The authors recruited 15 participants and asked them what factors they consider when
creating groups in Facebook. According to their findings, the factors that affect grouping sorted
from more important to less are: cliques (densely connected groups), tie strength, geographical
location, organizational boundaries, temporal episodes, and functional roles. The authors also
tested the clustering algorithm SCAN and compared its output with the groups manually created
by the participants and they achieved 44.8% of similarity. In order to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm the authors used some information from their interviews and added some information
about tie strength to the algorithm. They could not add tie strength information for all participant
data. With tie strength, the algorithm achieved an average similarity of 67%. This study shows
that several factors are taken into account by users when creating groups. However, the authors did
not collect enough data from participants’ profiles and could not improve the clustering algorithm
by modifying it, so it considers all the discovered factors.
Fang and LeFevre [21] propose a wizard software that suggests users privacy policies for different
items on their profiles, like birthday, address, or telephone number. Since the proposal of Fang et al.
uses supervised learning, participation of the user is needed. First, users’ contacts are hierarchically
grouped. To form the groups, the wizard considers community, profile, and activity features. For
example, mutual friends is a community feature, while hobbies or fan pages that a user likes are
considered to be activity features. Once the groups are created, the wizard asks the user to assign
access grants to some of their contacts. The main idea of this process is that the user assigns
access grants to the more representative users of the groups previously created. In this way, the
user only needs to assign a low number of grants, and the process is much faster. According to
the results of the proposal’s evaluation, the wizard behaves better when only community features
are considered. This can happen because many users do not specify their hobbies or demographic
information. The privacy wizard is designed to protect only user’s traits, like birth date, address,
and telephone number. Other elements like images or videos are not considered by the wizard.
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Moreover, to manage items like photos or videos, the wizard would need to be enhanced to consider
specific features of the item, for example, tags on a photo.
Shehab et al. [60] introduce a privacy policy recommender system that is based on supervised
learning. Their system works in 5 steps. In steps 1 and 2, the attributes of the main user’s contacts
are collected. Then, they are clustered according to their attribute similarity and a representative
user is selected for each cluster. In step 3, the main user assigns access rights to the representative
users. These labeled users are utilized by the classifier as the training set. In step 4, the rest of the
contacts that are not labeled are classified and labeled accordingly. Finally, in the step 5, the main
user’s classifier look at the classifiers of the main user’s neighbors and fuses itself with those that
have similar clusters of users. One threat to privacy of using this recommender system is that it
needs to access the privacy preferences of other users and these preferences should be also private.
Squicciarini et al. [64] propose a system called A3P that predicts a privacy policy for images in
the context of social networks. A3P takes into account two variables when recommending a privacy
policy for an image: social contexts and image content. A3P analyzes the content of the images
and assigns a category to them. For the context, the authors predefine a set of social contexts
(e.g. family, coworkers) and assign an intimacy value to each one of these contexts. Since A3P
is based on supervised learning, it needs the user to specify some privacy policies before starting
to predict policies. The policies can specify what contexts are allowed to access the image and
what privileges each context has. Once A3P has learned enough from the user, it starts predicting
policies using a policy mining algorithm. The policy mining algorithm considers the tendency in
policy strictness of the user. Therefore, if the user tends to disclose more information, the suggested
policies will be more extrovert and vice versa. Squicciarini et al. evaluated their proposal with
humans; however, the photographs provided during the experimental evaluation were previously
selected by the authors and do not correspond to real photos of the participants. An evaluation of
how A3P performs with photographs taken by the experimental evaluation participants should be
an extension of this paper.
Li et al. [44] present a privacy policy recommender based on semantics. Their approach is
similar to the wizard presented in [21]. The main difference between the two approaches is that
the one from Li uses semantics to find similarities among users. For example, a user can specify
that he likes basketball and another that she likes NBA. Both hobbies are similar, but an approach
without semantic knowledge will overlook this similarity. The authors present a k -Nearest Neighbors
algorithm that uses semantic knowledge to compute the distance between two persons. When
the user wants to specify access permissions for a new friend, the recommender suggests a policy
that is already defined for the semantically closest k friends. The paper presents an experimental
evaluation with 76 Facebook users and compares the performance of this approach against others.
An interesting future improvement of this work would be the study how the use of techniques like
uncertainty sampling can reduce the number of contacts to label so the recommender can accurately
suggest privacy policies, thus reducing the effort required from the user.
Cheek and Shehab [14] introduce a privacy policy recommender that uses the similarity among
friends to ease the process. Their approach is based on a graphical interface and offers two functionalities: an assistant to create groups of friends and same-as policy management. The group
assistant guides users in the burdensome task of labeling their friends. The assistant presents a set
of ten predefined social groups: Family, Close Friends, Graduate School, Under Graduate School,
High School, Work, I do not know, Friends of Friend, Community, and Other. Each contact is presented to the user and the user is asked to select a group for that contact. In order to speed up the
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process of labeling every friend, the assistant uses the Clasuet Newman Moore clustering algorithm
to recommend groups for contacts that have not been labeled yet. Once every contact is labeled
and belongs to a group, the same-as policy management asks the user to select a representative
contact of each group and assign a privacy policy for that contact. The rest of the contacts on
each group will be assigned the same privacy policy that was assigned to the representative contact
of their group. The authors performed an extensive experimental evaluation where the users were
asked to specify privacy policies for predefined groups of items: every album, demographic data,
and educational data. The lack of granularity in privacy policies and the use of predefined groups
of personal data limit the validity of the evaluation.
Amershi et al. [1] present a machine learning system called ReGroup that creates on-demand
groups in social networks. The main difference between this proposal and others is that groups
are not created once and used many times; instead, a new group is built for each item that is
going to be shared. ReGroup uses a Naïve Bayes classifier to find similarities between users and
make recommendations. When the user uploads an item to the SNS, ReGroup asks her to choose a
contact to grant access to that item. After the first contact is chosen, the other contacts are sorted
by similarity to the first one. Each time a similar contact is not selected, ReGroup adds a penalty
to the similarity of that contact. In this way, this contact will appear in a later position the next
time. The authors tested ReGroup and the standard application of Facebook, where users are sorted
alphabetically in terms of group creation time and happiness of the user with the group created.
The results obtained and the opinions of the participants highlight that each option works better
depending on the size of the group. Alphabetical order is better for small groups, and ReGroup is
better for large groups. This proposal alleviates the process of assigning a privacy policy for items;
however, the user still has to select each user that is allowed to access the item separately. A future
expansion of the article could be to compare what option is faster and easier for the user: correct
a privacy policy suggestion or create a privacy policy from suggestions.
Yildiz and Kruegel [76] introduce a new algorithm that creates groups considering the users
referenced by the item being shared and their social connections. The idea is that the groups
created can help users to decide the privacy policy for the uploaded item. When a new item is
uploaded, the algorithm creates a list of participants, who is the owner of the item, every user
involved in the item (for example, users tagged in a photo), and a list of candidates, who are the
friends of the participants. In each iteration of the algorithm, a candidate is inserted to the list
of participants (users that are allowed to view the item). The inserted candidate is the one who
maximizes a heuristic function. This function returns a high value when the analyzed candidate has
many common friends with the users in the list of participants. Besides, the algorithm considers
the tightness of the list of participants. If the participants are tightly connected, added candidates
also have to be tightly connected to the participants; otherwise, the algorithm will look for loosely
connected candidates. The algorithm keeps adding candidates until it cannot find an appropriate
one. The authors performed an evaluation comparing the results of their algorithm with other
local community finding algorithms. The authors considered for the best result for an algorithm to
recover the entire group of the participants of the item while keeping to the minimum the number
of members that do not belong to the participant group. In other words, they considered that
the social cliques were entirely defined by the participants of the items. One problem with this
assumption is that the privacy policies will probably tend to be very restrictive. Moreover, the
article lacks an evaluation of the quality of the proposed groups made by human participants.
In Section 8, we have identified future lines of research for privacy policy recommenders. A
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Figure 4: Conceptual Map for Improving Privacy Setting Understanding
crucial challenge is to combine privacy recommender tools with ReBAC models. As ReBAC models
are key to the suitable management of information disclosure on SNSs, privacy policy recommenders
should create policies according to the policy language defined by the access model.
The papers analyzed in this section focus on making privacy policies easy to configure. However,
privacy policies should not only be manageable, they also have to be easy to maintain over time
so that the users can adapt them as new relationships are established and previous ones change.
Moreover, as the users set and refine their privacy policies, the global view of how their information
is accessed by others grows in complexity. Ideally, users have to be perfectly aware of who has access
to their private information and to what specific parts of that information. Section 7 expands the
concept of usability by introducing the notion of privacy setting understanding and also reviews
proposals that help users to create better mental models of their privacy settings in SNSs.

7

Improving Privacy Settings Understanding

A great obstacle that users find when dealing with privacy on SNSs is the difficulty of figuring
out how and what personal information is disclosed over the SNS. SNSs have improved their user
interfaces; for example, Google+ offers the Social Circles graphical tool that facilitates the laborious
task of grouping contacts. These new interfaces facilitate the process of managing privacy settings
and figuring out what others can see from our profile. However, there is still room for improvement,
and if in the long term SNS developers aim to implement more complex access control models, they
have to accompany them with easy-to-understand and easy-to-use interfaces. Currently, there are
two different approaches to make privacy policies more understandable: graphical interfaces and
privacy policy simplification. On the one hand, graphical interfaces use visual tools to enhance
the understanding of the privacy policies. On the other hand, privacy policy simplification tries to
remove unnecessary complexity of privacy policies and make them more legible for the user.
Figure 4 depicts a conceptual map for all of the reviewed approaches that propose tools or
mechanisms that help users to understand their privacy settings in SNSs. The following subsections
explain the approaches according to the order shown in the conceptual map.
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7.1

Graphical Visualization

Lipford et al. [45] propose a new privacy management interface for Facebook called AudienceView.
This new interface offers users the possibility to observe how their profiles are seen from different
points of view. Each different point of view corresponds to one of the possible audiences: search,
network, an individual friend, and friend group. To evaluate their proposal the authors recruited
16 participants and measured their performance in different tasks using the standard Facebook
interface and the proposed new one. The results showed that users felt more comfortable with
the new interface and it helped them to understand better the actual consequences of their privacy
settings. Currently, the prototype is limited as it only shows how the profile data (name, hometown,
hobbies...) is seen from different audience points of view. It would be very useful to expand the
prototype so profile publications like photos or comments could be inspected by AudienceView.
This improvement would probably require a new interface and a clever graphic design to make it
usable and understandable for the user.
Lipford et al. [46] compare their previous proposal [45] with another kind of privacy policy
representation, Expandable Grids. Expandable Grids show precisely what a policy allows or does
not allow in a matrix using hierarchical axes that can be expanded or contracted to show more
or less policy detail. Expandable Grids were initially proposed for access control policies in file
systems. Therefore, a more extensive review of this representation is out of the scope of this paper.
For further information of Expandable Grids, please refer to [57]. The experimental results obtained
by Lipford et al. showed that both representations were highly usable, and they did not find clear
advantages of one over the other. However, experiment participants did have clear and different
preferences; some of them preferred the compact view of Expandable Grids and others the visual
feedback of AudienceView.
Mazzia et al. [50] present PViz, an interface that is focused on helping users understand the
visibility of their profiles. PViz presents the social structure of user’s contacts in a graphical way.
Contacts are automatically grouped in communities using the idea of modularity optimization.
This methodology generates a hierarchical structure of groups. The higher levels of the hierarchy
have groups of users that are loosely connected and share less attributes, the lower levels of the
structure represent groups of users that share many common friends, tastes, and demographic
data. This approach for automatically creating communities is also used in [21]. Moreover, PViz
automatically labels each group, selecting the most common attribute of the contacts that conform
the group. For example, if the majority of contacts in a group are from Washington, that group
will be labeled as Washington. The graphical interface allows the user to select an attribute and
see what communities are allowed to view that attribute. Communities are colored; the darker the
color is, the larger the number of members of the community that can view that attribute. As the
communities are hierarchically organized, the graphical interface allows users to zoom in or out of a
group to see more or less detail of that group. The authors empirically evaluated PViz comparing it
with AudienceView [45] and the Facebook standard interface. Their results showed that participants
preferred PViz over the other two options; some participants even suggested that a combination of
AudienceView and PViz could create a better solution.

7.2

Privacy Policy Simplification

Bejugam and LeFevre [3] present a policy simplification utility. Current privacy policy specification
tools are based on rules that allow the user to specify positive rules (”Show this to”) and negative
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rules (”Hide this to”). These specifications can lead to long and complex policies, and even include
redundancy, making them difficult to understand and adapt when new contacts or groups are created. The approach of Bejugam and LeFevre is based on two functionalities: automatic community
creation and a policy consolidator. The automatic community creation algorithm is the same algorithm used in [50] and [21]. The policy consolidator transforms a privacy policy specification and
produces the smallest equivalent privacy policy. The authors performed an experimental evaluation
with nine subjects. Their test proved the utility of their approach and the hypothesis, which states
that users will comprehend, remember, and maintain simplified policies easier than their verbose
counterparts.

8

Open Challenges

Although the proposals shown in this survey cover some of the requisites that an access control
for SNS should fulfill, we have identified many possible lines for future research. In this section,
we outline some of the most challenging possible future directions in the research field of access
control models for social networks and their usability. These possible paths of research are open
challenges that were identified during the realization of this survey. The accomplishment of these
open challenges will have a great impact in determining SNSs to be useful, entertaining, and privacy
safe services available at the Web 2.0. On the one hand, SNS users will feel safer in the context of
SNSs and will feel more inclined to register and use these services. On the other hand, we believe
that the utility of SNSs will increase since users will upload and share much more information in
their profiles.

8.1

ReBAC and Content Type

A number of works show that users take into account the type of the content when they are defining
how that content will be disclosed [32, 42, 75]. However, current access control do not consider
content type. On the one hand, including a content type as a new attribute of access control can
improve the flexibility and expressiveness of privacy policies. On the other hand, more attributes
can increase the complexity of access controls and privacy policies. Therefore, future research should
evaluate the effect that the inclusion of the attribute content type can have over access controls.
Specifically, new research should evaluate the complexity of the privacy policies created with the
new access control, the required number of privacy policies that users need to express their privacy
policies, the number of privacy conflicts generated by the policies, and the understandability of
these policies.

8.2

Inferring Tie Strength from Different Sources

The studies about tie strength in SNSs use information available on the SNS; for instance, they
consider the number of messages exchanged between users, the number of photographs shared or
the number of common friends. A common pitfall of these works is that relationships that mainly
occur outside the SNS are not well evaluated [28]. A possible solution for this problem is to search for
information outside the SNS. Recent research [49], [18] infer tie strength values from data available
on the Internet or from real life. Mixing data from the SNS and from other sources would create
approaches that infer tie strength more accurately. However, the use of external data can create
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some privacy concerns since it directly relates to re-identification and profiling privacy breaches
(these breaches are defined in section 1.1).
The proposal of Murukannaiah and Singh [52] is a first attempt to use real world information
to infer the social data of the user. The authors present a tool called Platys Social that runs on
a mobile device. This software learns a user’s social circles and the priority of the user’s social
connections from daily interactions. The software infers the interactions from information that is
available on mobile devices, such as wi-fi networks, bluetooth connections, phone calls, and text
messages. Combining all sources of information (real world through a mobile device, Internet, and
social network) could positively improve the tie strength inference and classification of relationships.

8.3

Adaptive Relationship Models

In human relationships, the disclosure of private information represents an important part of these
relationships [30]. One of the main reasons why people exchange private information is because
they perceive that in the future this information disclosure may become a gain in tie strength. The
way users share with others change the perception of both parts about the way they should interact
in the future. For example, if user A constantly discloses information to user B, but user B only
reveals a small portion of his information to user A, it can be assumed that in the mid/long term
user A will reduce the amount of information disclosed to B, or even stop communication at all.
Such et al. [66] propose a self-disclosure decision-making mechanism for multiagent systems. The
proposal is based on psychological findings regarding how humans disclose personal information in
the building of their relationships. The implementation of this mechanism (or a similar one) to a
relationship model would increase the accuracy of that model, especially over time. The decision of
specifying a privacy policy would consider not only the current situation of the user’s relationships,
but also how the new specified policy itself would affect the relationships and the gain or loss of tie
strength for those relationships.

8.4

Tie Strength Utility

The studies reviewed in section 5 infer the tie between two individuals in only one dimension,
the strength. However, humans behave differently with their contacts depending not only on the
strength of the relationship but also on its utility. Ties can be viewed not only for their strength
but also how useful a tie is depending on the situation or the need. For example, a person can rely
on a professionally well-connected friend to look for employment and ask another one for advice
when going to have dinner, even when the tie strength with both friends is high.
A first attempt in this direction is the paper by Rosen and Chu [58]. The authors claim that the
strong-weak tie dichotomy is conceptually misleading, and propose a multi-dimensional taxonomy
of social network ties. The authors propose that a tie should not be evaluated by its strength but by
its utility. In this sense, the authors study the possible social dimensions that matter during specific
contexts. Future research should address to what degree each dimension affects the tie utility as
well as how to identify the context an interaction belongs to.

8.5

Self-presentation Management

Kairam et al. [40] detected that the most common motivation to use SNS and share information
is to create a self-presentation. Users care about what image they project on others and how they
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affect others. Klout6 , which is a tool that helps users to see how they influence others in popular
social networks, is a first step towards a self-presentation management system.
The studies reviewed in 7 aid SNS users to understand what other users can see in their profiles
according to their privacy preferences. A similar approximation could be used so users could express
their privacy policies based on facets. Users would find it more natural to specify which facet of
their life they are willing to show to each contact, instead of a sequence of rules that specify who
can see what and who cannot. For example, a user could choose to show a funny facet to her family
members or friends, allowing them to see comical photos or posts, while showing a professional facet
to colleagues or potential employers.

8.6

ReBAC: Usability and Visibility

A change in the access controls of SNSs will represent a change in their privacy controls as well.
ReBAC models, such as the ones proposed by [11] or [15] use technologies like semantic web or regular
expressions. Suitable privacy controls for SNSs should hide the complexity of such technologies and
facilitate their use. Moreover, the inclusion of new attributes to the access control (tie strength and
content type) also suppose a modification of privacy controls. Further studies should address how
usable privacy controls can be created for new ReBAC controls for SNSs.
In the same fashion, privacy visualization tools will have to adapt to ReBAC models. For example, visualization tools should explain to the users in an understandable way how their information
is disseminated according to a specific type of relationship. Moreover, complex models that allow
the specification of a privacy policy hierarchy, user-to-resource relationship, or social paths will
require visualization tools with clever designs. Google+ and the friend circles application is a good
example of how privacy visualization tools can be designed to be usable and engaging for users.

8.7

ReBAC and Co-privacy

As stated in Section 4, co-privacy can cause several privacy conflicts among the users involved.
SNSs should offer integrated solutions for situations where a shared item can cause tension among
users. This tension and the complete lack of control of these situations can lead to users adopting
strategies like un-friending the user who uploaded the controversial item or deleting their profile
from the SNS. Hence, it is necessary to add shared item or co-privacy management to the the access
control models for SNSs. However, there is no proposal that brings together a formal ReBAC model
and shared content privacy management.
Some of the proposals reviewed in section 4 could be merged with a formal ReBAC. Users should
be able to specify how strict their privacy preferences are on a shared item. Moreover, the ReBAC
should have a privacy conflict resolution that guarantees that the resulting privacy policy maximizes
the utility for every used involved. For example, a ReBAC policy language could allow users to
specify a value that indicates how strong or weak their conditions are for each item or with respect
to a certain type of relationship.
6
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8.8

Privacy Settings Interoperability

There are many different SNSs, and they accomplish different objectives; for example, Facebook and
Google+ are focused on maintaining friendships; LinkedIn7 is focused on professional life; Meetic8
aims to help users to find dates with similar people; and Flickr9 is a social network that is centered
on photograph sharing. Besides, the wider use of mobile devices that work together with SNSs also
increases the variety and diversity of SNSs and their uses.
It is a common practice for SNS users to have profiles on different SNSs and to use each one
for different purposes according to the general objective of the SNS. As pointed out in this paper,
setting privacy settings is a burdensome task and users struggle doing it. Therefore, if a user has
to configure her privacy settings separately for each one of the SNS she is using, this task becomes
even more tiresome. Users need privacy settings that are interoperable among every SNS that they
are members of. A first step in achieving interoperability for privacy settings could be that access
control models of SNS use a universal and well-defined privacy ontology for SNSs. This ontology
should be able to differentiate among the different contexts that each SNS belongs to. To improve
the interoperability of privacy settings, personal privacy agents could be developed. These agents
will take care of their principals’ privacy, adapting their behavior to the context their principal is
at that moment.

8.9

Sticky Policies

Private information stored in the profile of a SNS user can move or be moved to different contexts. In
order to maintain the privacy of that information, it is necessary for the privacy policies associated
to the information move along with it. Policies of this kind are known as sticky policies and they
enable users to improve control over their personal information as it moves across multiple parties.
Sticky policies are orthogonal to ReBAC models, however, they become more necessary as mobile
and pervasive systems gain in popularity. Users can share their information using a wide variety
of devices and applications. Sticky policies can guarantee self-disclosure consistency among every
device and application.
A common situation (in the context of SNSs) where personal information moves to a different
party is the use of applications created by third parties and integrated in the SNSs. In [22] the
authors propose a method to keep the maximum amount of personal information hidden to third
party applications in Facebook. However, to the best of our knowledge there is no study that
proposes how information is managed after the third party acquires it. The recent study of Pearson
and Mont [53] presents a general framework for using sticky policies called EnCoRe. A similar
approach could be used for SNSs, where the SNS itself would work as a trusted authority in charge
of controlling that the information is disclosed by third party applications according to the owner’s
preferences and also of regulating the access to such data.

9

Conclusions

With the constant increase in the use of SNSs, mobile devices that connect us with others at
all times, and in general, the spread of pervasive computing, we consider that privacy will be of
7
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paramount importance during the next few years. In a connected world, controlling our privacy
and what others are able to see about us will be more difficult and complex. Hence, powerful,
easy-to-use, and intuitive privacy solutions will be the subject of many research efforts during next
years.
In this paper, we have reviewed approaches that offer partial solutions to the most critical
problems of privacy management on SNSs. However, current SNSs have not adopted them and
still lack the suitable privacy management tools. Approaches like Google+, where the control of
information dissemination has been given great visibility [48], are first steps towards SNSs that are
more respectful of privacy. In the not-so-distant future we envision a SNS that offers a privacy
mechanism that satisfies every requisites mentioned in this paper and provides the features that
users demand. In order to develop this ideal SNS, developers and researchers will have to deal
with several challenges. The inclusion of ReBAC models in popular SNSs will improve the control
of privacy for the users. However, ReBAC models are complex and SNSs will require a thorough
design that guarantees the usability of the privacy management. Moreover, sticky policies and
privacy settings interoperability will represent a technological challenge. We believe that universal
privacy policy languages and access control models will be required to ensure these two requisites.
The model and the language proposed would need to be flexible enough to allow different SNSs that
focus on different social aspects.
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